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ISSUES IN UK AIRPORT REGULATION

Presentation by Harry Bush CB
Group Director Economic Regulation

UK Civil Aviation Authority

To Australian Competition and Consumer Commission
28 July 2006
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INTRODUCTION

What we regulate and how

CAA’s objectives

Key background factors

Current price cap review update

Doing things differently
– constructive engagement

– stand alone regulation and investment

– evolutionary approach

How “heavy” is UK regulation
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WHAT WE REGULATE AND HOW
CAA multi purpose aviation regulator – safety, 
airspace policy, consumer protection and economic

4 airports (Heathrow, Gatwick, Stansted, Manchester) 
designated for price cap regulation by Government

55 by number, and 85m by passenger numbers 
unregulated

Non-Designated

Heathrow

Gatwick

Stansted

Manchester

Other

Glasgow

Edinburgh

London City

Bristol

Birmingham
Belfast Int'l

NEMA

Liverpool

Newcastle

Luton
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WHAT WE REGULATE AND HOW

We
– set price caps every five years

– permit airports to retain out-performance within the 
five years

– incentivise service quality and investment delivery

Regulatory review underway for new price 
caps for BAA airports (2008) and Manchester 
(2009)
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CAA’S OBJECTIVES

These are
– to further the reasonable interests of users

– to promote efficient, economic and profitable operation

– to encourage investment in new facilities at airports in 
time to satisfy anticipated demands; and

– to impose minimum restrictions

Not just about what we regulate but how we do it -
“minimum restrictions”

Potential for conflict and trade-offs?
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KEY BACKGROUND FACTORS

Continued strong traffic growth

Capacity constraints in the South East
– Government 2003 White Paper

Lumpy investment
– the record

– renewal and new capacity
– T5

– new runways

Market factors
– Heathrow

– Stansted and no frills carriers
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KEY BACKGROUND FACTORS

Capex
CHART A - Actual and forecast investment at BAA's designated airports.  Stansted G2 

and Heathrow East shown for comparison
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KEY BACKGROUND FACTORS

Airport charges and passenger numbers
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CURRENT PRICE CAP REVIEW 
UPDATE

Action so far

– CAA policy documents

Timetable going forward

Change of ownership at BAA

Office of Fair Trading market study
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CONSTRUCTIVE ENGAGEMENT: 
BACKGROUND

Where we were
– regulator-led

– policy issues

– cost components

– process

– emphasis on consultation but adjunct to regulation
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CONSTRUCTIVE ENGAGEMENT: 
BACKGROUND

Why change
– behavioural impacts

– influencing regulator rather than customers

– airlines not bought in

– adversarial

– at odds with developing business relationships

– move from declining/flat to rising prices, particularly Heathrow
– rising investment

– 6½% per annum real price increases at Heathrow

– airline focus on costs
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CONSTRUCTIVE ENGAGEMENT: 
STRATEGIC CHOICES

More intrusive regulation
but

– regulatory disadvantages

– at odds with commercial relationships

Less intrusive
– rely more on the parties

– build on examples of joint working

– who is best placed to examine outputs and costs
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CONSTRUCTIVE ENGAGEMENT: 
THE PROPOSITION

CAA will continue to set price caps

But focussing on
– issues of regulatory policy

– setting framework for airline/airport interaction

– leading tripartite work

For airlines and airports to engage directly on key business 
requirements

– volumes

– capex

– service quality

– non-regulated charges

Agreement if possible
– if not we will decide

– but we won’t arbitrate or broker
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CONSTRUCTIVE ENGAGEMENT: 
THE PROPOSITION

Leve l o f
serv ice qua lity

opex benchm ark ing
w ork

Non-regu la ted
revenues 

(from  a irlines)

Price  contro l

Existing RAB  e tc …

Setting opex
a llow ance

Cost o f cap ita l
a llow ance

Capex 
a llow ance 

Total regula ted
revenues

Non-regula ted revenues
(not from  airlines)

Capita l investm ent 
program m e

Vo lum es and
capacity requirem ents

Focu s of a irport/a irlin e 
n egotiation s

CAA roleR egulator led
jo int w orkin g

Focu s of a irport/a irlin e 
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Future  capex
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for opex 
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CONSTRUCTIVE ENGAGEMENT: 
CHALLENGES

Leadership and behaviour
– change for both airlines and airports

– with the commercial grain but requiring
– more airline focus earlier

– more airport transparency

– genuine engagement and negotiation

– might not be possible everywhere

Information
– core issue

– quality and focus
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CONSTRUCTIVE ENGAGEMENT: 
CHALLENGES

Passengers and smaller users
– CAA duties

– risks

– practical constraints

CAA role
– upfront investment in process

– leaving the negotiating field clear

– ultimate decision maker

– will it work everywhere
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CONSTRUCTIVE ENGAGEMENT: 
HOW HAS IT WORKED SO FAR

Status
– Heathrow and Gatwick different from Stansted

– Manchester yet to begin

– volumes, capex, service quality

Issues
– airline-airport differences

– intra-airline community divergences

– iteration

Positives
– differences narrowed

– airlines participate rather than spectate

– generating longer-term trust

– works best where “win-win” available
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SEPARATE AIRPORT REGULATION 
AND INVESTMENT

System regulation to 2003

Stand alone regulation from 2003

Economic and market context
– overlapping catchment areas

– increasingly competitive short-haul market

– differentiation of airlines by airport

– interaction of regulated and non-regulated airports

– uncertainty around demand growth and scale and timing of 
investment

“Stand alone” remains CAA’s favoured approach

But one element in investment framework
– incentives to efficiency

– flexibility across time

– appropriate cost of capital
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EVOLUTIONARY APPROACH

Fundamental review 2001-3
– dual till

– price path commitment

Evolutionary approach
– regulatory stability

– airline/airport appetite

– building consensus

Examples
– possible incentives on commercial revenues

– surface access

– investment profiling
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HOW “HEAVY” IS UK AIRPORT 
REGULATION

Utility style regulation rare in airport sector

Thorough process
– Competition Commission

– two year+ timetable

Rigorous scrutiny of costs

But
– high level incentives

– light monitoring

– small CAA regulatory team

And CAA regulation focussed on few airports
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CONCLUSION

A complex price review process
– 4 airports

– change of ownership at BAA

– market investigation by competition authorities

Seeking to align regulatory process more with 
commercial dynamics

Getting investment incentives right will be a key theme

All within an evolutionary approach


